
Dr Daniel Hale Williams

Research, and apply what you have found out already, to find out the answers to questions 
about the life and accomplishments of Daniel Hale Williams.

1. What two other occupations did Daniel consider before he decided to study medicine? 
(He could have worked in his family business and he began training for a different job.)

 

 

2.  Who is the doctor that Daniel Hale Williams became an apprentice for?

 

3.  Which American college did he study at?

 

4. In what year did he perform the first open-heart surgery?

 

5. Which organisation did he co-found, which is still running today?

 

6. What is the name of the hospital he created as a training school for nurses? It was the first  
hospital with both black and white staff in America.

 

7.  Who was the patient he performed the first open-heart surgery on?

 

8. Dr Williams often had to treat patients at home in his early years of being a doctor - why  
do you think this was?

 

 

I can explain Dr Daniel Hale Williams' accomplishments.
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Dr Daniel Hale Williams Answers

1. What two other occupations did Daniel consider before he decided to study medicine? 
(He could have worked in his family business and he began training for a different job.)

Shoemaker and barber

2. Who is the doctor he became an apprentice for?
Henry Palmer

3.  Which American college did he study at? 
Chicago Medical College

4. In what year did he perform the first successful open-heart surgery? 
1893

5.  Which organisation did he co-found, which is still running today? 
The National Medical Association

6.  What is the name of the hospital he created as a training school for nurses and was the first 
hospital with both black and white staff in America? 
Provident Hospital and Training School

7.  Who was the patient he performed the first open-heart surgery on?
James Cornish

8.  Dr Williams often had to treat patients at home in his early years of being a doctor - why do you 
think this was? 
Hospitals would not allow a black doctor to work there or black patients to be treated.
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Dr Daniel Hale Williams

Research, and apply what you have found out already, to find out the answers to questions 
about the life and accomplishments of Daniel Hale Williams.

1. What were two other occupations considered by Daniel before he decided to study medicine?

 

2. Who is the doctor he became an apprentice for?

 

3.  Which American college did he study at?

 

4. a) In what year did he perform the first open-heart surgery?

 

b) What modern medical resources did he have to operate without?

 

5. a) Which organisation did he co-found, which is still running today?

 

b) Why couldn’t he join the existing medical organisation of the time?

 

6. What is the name of the hospital he created as a training school for nurses and was the 
first hospital with both black and white staff in America?

 

7.  Who was the patient he performed the first open-heart surgery on?

 

8. a) Dr Williams often had to treat patients at home in his early years of being a doctor - why  
do you think this was?

 

b) What dangers would this have posed?

 

I can explain Dr Daniel Hale Williams' accomplishments.
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Dr Daniel Hale Williams Answers

1. What two other occupations did Daniel consider before he decided to study medicine? 
(He could have worked in his family business and he began training for a different job.)

Shoemaker and barber

2. Who is the doctor he became an apprentice for?
Henry Palmer

3.  Which American college did he study at? 
Chicago Medical College

4. a) In what year did he perform the first open-heart surgery?  
1893

b) What modern medical resources did he have to operate without?  
Antibiotics (penicillin), reliable anaesthetics, reliable antiseptics, blood transfusions, being able to stop 
the heart

5.  a) Which organisation did he co-found, which is still running today? 
The National Medical Association

b) Why couldn’t he join the existing medical organisation of the time?
The American Medical Association only allowed white doctors to register.

6.  What is the name of the hospital he created as a training school for nurses and was the first 
hospital with both black and white staff in America? 
Provident Hospital and Training School

7.  Who was the patient he performed the first open-heart surgery on?
James Cornish

8.  a) Dr Williams often had to treat patients at home in his early years of being a doctor - why do you 
think this was? 
Hospitals would not allow a black doctor to work there or black patients to be treated.

b) What dangers would this have posed?  
Infection risks
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